SKIP WHITCOMB

THE
SONG OF
BEAUTIFUL
STRUCTURE
This revered Colorado painter marries a passion for his subject with a love of
process to create compelling compositions in both pastel and oil.

I

——— BY JENN REIN ———

n the deft hands of Skip Whitcomb, the
dramatic topography of America’s Rocky
Mountain West comes to life. Whether executed in oil or pastel, the work transports
the viewer to the artist’s beloved outdoors, where
seemingly it can be felt as well as seen.
A graduate of California’s ArtCenter College
of Design, Whitcomb has artistic roots deeply anchored in illustration. Degreed in this discipline,
with painting coming in a close second as a field
of interest, he returned to his native Colorado
ready to work as a professional designer and
draftsman. As he did so, he connected with
Denver’s artist community.
“All the while I was looking for freelance
work, I thought I wanted to be a figure painter,”
says Whitcomb. “I was told I should meet Ned
Jacob. He was ‘the’ Denver artist of the time.
He agreed to work with me and told me, ‘If you

do what I tell you to do, I will help you.’” The
artist was given access to Jacob’s Denver studio
and started building a practice that focused on
nothing but figures for some time.
Eventually, his mentor asserted that he
belonged outside and that tackling landscape
as a subject would be a natural progression for
his art. Whitcomb laughs at his first outing. “I

SKIP WHITCOMB says, “Once you internalize the
language of painting, you see the world differently. It
never leaves you. The veil of rational order is lifted and
what hangs in the air are sensations of painted possibilities. On good days, some would call it poetry.”
skipwhitcomb.com
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Dream Lake
2009, oil, 8 x 12 in.
Private collection
Plein air
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Avalanche Chute
Undated, oil, 10 x 8 in.
Available from artist
Plein air

didn’t understand what I was in for; I thought
it would be easy. That first trip I took into
the field humbled me. I was at her mercy,” he
explains, referring to the subject that would
aid in defining his career as an artist. Once
Jacob handed him a copy of Carlson’s Guide to
Landscape Painting, Whitcomb felt compelled
to keep going.

A HOLISTIC APPROACH
His background in illustration steers Whitcomb
to start with a value map for each composition,
determining with careful consideration how
placement and form will support one another.
“Building it from the ground up — making the
idea live throughout the whole process,” he calls
it. “I say I am orchestrating the piece. It’s the
same as writing music. Everything is where it’s
supposed to be, and there isn’t any excess.”
Establishing these painterly “notes” is
Whitcomb’s favorite part of the process, and as
any draftsman will explain, the initial steps in
composition are the most crucial for rendering
with accuracy. “I believe in that formal structure
underneath,” Whitcomb says. “Music has structure, and if it didn’t, it would just be noise with
no message.” The artist goes on to acknowledge
that good design does not simply manifest but
needs thoughtful consideration and a true plan
in order to deliver the artist’s message. “There
are basic principles you have to observe as a
painter, regardless of medium. To be able to
execute on a good plan is everything.”
At the outset of planning a work, Whitcomb addresses value, placement, edging, and,
importantly, the role color will play. He calls this
“defining your prima donna,” and stresses that the
notes that will lend support to her voice must be
decided early in the process. “Color is as logical as
mathematics,” he says. “It has structure, and you
have to work the structure.”
For a lover of process, working every aspect
of a supporting foundation is done with special
passion and a voracious attention to detail.
But it is the illustrator-driven strategy that sets
Emerald Pool
1998, oil, 8 x 10 in.
Collection the artist
Plein air
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Fall Trail
1999, oil, 12 x 9 in.
Collection the artist
Plein air

Whitcomb’s structure apart, ensuring that alignment within the sections of the whole work carry
both balance and meaning.
“I come at a pastel the same way as an oil painting,” says the artist. “I didn’t really want to shift gears
when I moved from one to the other, so I’ve been able
to marry my approaches. I start a pastel the way I start
an oil — big washes, big shapes, and a fully developed
vine charcoal drawing underneath.”
The artist’s ability to work between mediums
with practiced fluidity does not mean he overlooks
the differences between oil and pastel. The manner in
which he speaks of the paper he prefers for pastel work
elevates his surface to the role of collaborative partner.
“The drag matters, just like canvas. And it’s similar to
oil paint, you know. I like paint with more of a body
to it so it’s a little stiffer. You can feel it when you put it
down. It is a tactile thing.”
His own preference lies with handmade paper,
which embodies what he describes as a more “naturalistic” texture. Whitcomb chases down his supply
through multiple channels that include sourcing from
paper makers in France. And his respect for the surface
he is manipulating is resolute. “It’s a misconception
that paper is a delicate support,” he says.” It’s tougher
than you think. I just give it a coat of golden pumice,
and that helps with the tooth of the paper. That helps
it stand up under the abuse that I perpetrate on it.”

THE BEDROCK OF PASSION
Whitcomb’s Colorado upbringing and his familiarity
with the outdoors rests as the constant that has served
his practice. But it’s his willingness to continually learn
and see his subject with special depth that sets his
work apart. “Landscape painting is about what you
see,” he says. “I’m interested in what you don’t see.”
The unseen components of nature are what
calls this artist to study the depth of its mystery on
a geological level. His passion for plate tectonics
has him relaying the memory of a meeting with
the late David Love, a legendary geoscientist who
specialized in studying Wyoming. “He climbed
every peak in Wyoming,” Whitcomb says. “If
you’re going to write about the Rockies, you have
to write about the earth itself. I’m a geologist at
Monarch Cemetery
1990, pastel, 14 x 22 in.
Private collection
Plein air
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Buck Mountain
1996, pastel, 17 x 21 in.
Private collection
Plein air

heart. I love kicking rocks and poking things
and having the tools to be curious. I know just
enough to be dangerous.”
The artist speaks of the millions of years
of work the earth has invested in her own
presentation. The slow growth of mountain
peaks and the evidence of glacial movement are
both topics he has studied and will continue to
study. And this only scratches the surface of his
love for geology, especially in the region that
has so deeply inspired his body of work.
“I have a really deep foundation in the Rocky
Mountain West,” he explains. “I love this country.
As I got older and started painting it, it became
a quest to understand the forces of nature that
brought all of this into reality. It’s a humbling
52

process, a realization that there is something larger
that we don’t have any control over.”
It may come as a surprise that Whitcomb
also finds inspiration well outside the realism
genre. He considers Franz Kline and Willem
de Kooning to be among his favorite artists and
will return to these abstract expressionists, if
only to study the structure of their chaos. Even
what might appear to be the most impulsive of
brushstrokes has to come with a plan. “You look
at those shapes and colors and wonder where the
structure is, and what the intent had to be to make
such an impact,” he says.
For inspiration in realism, the artist looks
to the works of George Wesley Bellows. With
Bellows’ approach to theory in color and design
(especially in his later works), as well as his body of
work in illustration, it’s easy to understand why an
artist with Whitcomb’s background would seek
him out. Ultimately, innate curiosity lives at the
core of Whitcomb’s practice. Whether he is trying
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to uncover the meaning behind his subject or
looking to the legacy of an artist such as Bellows,
his willingness to learn and ask endless questions
continues to feed his passion.

TIME WELL SPENT
The passage of time in an artist’s practice means
potential for growth. Whitcomb made a crucial
decision in the 1980s that he would dedicate
his time in a more thoughtful, meaningful way.
“I had a real health crisis,” he says. “I was in
the hospital thinking, ‘You’re getting a second
chance and you’ve taken too much for granted.
You best be getting about your business.’”
His fruitful career as an artist has been
deeply affected by this turning point. It even propelled him to invest in relationships that, he says,
“hold more truth than pretense.” For 30 years, he
has been painting the Rocky Mountain West en
plein air with a tight group of friends, all fellow
landscape painters.

Silver Morning
2011, pastel, 24 x 18 in.
Private collection
Plein air

Treeline Winds
2007, oil, 9 x 12 in.
Private collection
Plein air

What can be accomplished in art when true
friendship takes a role is both impressive and touching,
as reflected in the current show at the Steamboat Art
Museum, “Four Directions — Common Paths.” There,
Whitcomb’s work hangs alongside that of friends Ralph
Oberg, Matt Smith, and Dan Young. This foursome
keeps their connection strong by traveling together to
document the wild. It’s a collaborative and individual
pursuit at the same time, and feeds the skill sets of all
four artists. But as Whitcomb likes to point out, “Ultimately, once you’re done painting, you don’t want to go
to happy hour alone.”
As for his own development, he speaks to his continual ability to find a way to simply know more. “I’m always
refining my language,” he says. “I’d like to think the work
is always being approached from a different point because
of where I am in life. I’m not a hard charger, not anymore.
I don’t go outside feeling like I need to make four paintings
at a time like I used to. I look deeper into nature.”
A writer based in Northern Colorado, JENN REIN
(jennrein.com) travels the Rocky Mountain West in
search of art and beauty.

Ascension
2005, pastel, 24 x 24 in.
Private collection
Studio from plein air study
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Expanded Digital Edition Content

(CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT) Road to Dayton,
Wyoming, undated, pastel, 17 x 28 in., available from artist,
studio • Snake River, undated, oil, 8 x 10 in., available from
artist, plein air • Trappers Lake, undated, oil, 8 x 10 in.,
collection the artist, plein air • Spring Snow, 1996, oil,
10 x 8 in., collection the artist, plein air
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(CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT) Laguna Morning, undated, oil, 8 x 10 in., available from artist, plein air
Mowing Crew, undated, pastel, 18 x 22 in., available from artist, studio • Winter Pasture, 2009, oil,
36 x 40 in., private collection, studio • September on the Southfork, 1996, oil, 8 x 10. in., private
collection, plein air

•
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(ABOVE) Glimpse
of Gadsby, 2010,
oil, 32 x 42 in.,
privaate collection,
studio • (FAR
LEFT) Silverton
Courthouse, 2007,
oil, 12 x 10 in.,
private collection,
plein air
• (LEFT) Summer Moon —
New Fork River,
undated, oil, 18 x 24
in., available from
artist, studio
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(LEFT) Red Mountain, Blue Shadows, 2004, oil, 12 x 16 in., private
collection, studio • (ABOVE) Red Mountain, Blue Shadows Study,
oil, 6 x 8 in.

(RIGHT) Forecast — Sunny and Warmer, 2015, oil,
20 x 36 in., private collection, studio • (ABOVE) Forecast
— Sunny and Warmer Study, oil, 8 x 9 1/2 in.
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